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International Migrant Day 2023
I am writing to share my joy and fulfillment 

in being part of the celebration of 

International Migrants Day, which took 

place at Little India and MOM Recreation 

Centres on December 17, 2023.

It was a truly enriching experience to join 

hands with the Singapore Bangladesh 

Society and sponsor $500 to serve as a 

testament to the strength of diversity and 

the importance of fostering a sense of unity 

among all residents. I believe in the power 

of collective efforts to make a positive 

impact on the lives of those who have 

embarked on journeys in search of better 

opportunities.

I am grateful for the opportunity to 

contribute to such a meaningful cause and 

to support the Singapore Bangladesh 

Society in its endeavors. As we continue to 

celebrate diversity and promote 

inclusivity, I am optimistic about the 

positive changes we can collectively bring 

to our community.

INTERNATIONAL MIGRANTS DAY 
(18 DECEMBER 2023)

Dear Esteemeed Readers,
Welcome to the latest edition, number 16, of our journal as we step into 2024. Here, we delve into 

diverse insights and cutting-edge perspectives. As the Managing Director, I am excited to share 

our unwavering commitment to staying at the forefront of knowledge and innovation in the new 

year.

Gratitude is extended to our contributors and editorial team for their invaluable contributions. I 

invite you to explore these pages, embark on an intellectual journey, and confront future 

challenges armed with knowledge and resilience. Here's to a year of continued exploration and 

growth!
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Online Assessment Using Tablets

To share some exciting news from Eversafe Academy regarding 
our commitment to promoting safety and well-being in 
collaboration with the Workplace Safety and Health Council 
(WSHC).
Eversafe Academy recently acquired 150 tablets to facilitate 
the seamless execution of online assessments for the safety 
orientation course initiated by WSHC. We are thrilled to 
announce our successful compliance with and implementation 
of this commendable initiative spearheaded by the WSHC from 
27 Nov 2023.

By embracing this digital approach, we aim to provide a more convenient and effective learning 
experience for our participants while ensuring the highest standards of safety are met. We take 
pride in our ability to adapt and align with the innovative initiatives championed by WSHC, and we 
look forward to contributing to the overall success of the safety orientation course.

As the festive season unfolds, we were thrilled to share the joy and spirit of Diwali with every 

member of our Eversafe family. This year, our Diwali celebration was not just about lights and 

festivities but also about fostering a sense of togetherness and gratitude.

Eversafe celebrated Diwali meaningfully by bringing our staff together for a joyous occasion filled 

with warmth and camaraderie. The essence of Diwali lies in the celebration of light over darkness, 

knowledge over ignorance, and good over evil. It was heartening to witness the entire Eversafe 

family coming together to mark this auspicious festival.

1. MD’S MESSAGE

Diwali Celebrations
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In the true spirit of Diwali, we wanted to express our appreciation and gratitude to each member 

of our dedicated team. As a token of our gratitude, Eversafe presented a special Diwali Gift to all 

our staff members. This gift is a small gesture to convey our heartfelt thanks for your hard work, 

dedication, and commitment to the success of Eversafe.

We believe that our success as a company is a result of the collective efforts and contributions of 

each individual in our team. This Diwali, we wanted to take a moment to acknowledge and 

celebrate the invaluable contributions that each one of you makes to our organization.

As we navigate through the ongoing challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, the safety and 

well-being of our Eversafe family remain our top priority. In light of the recent increase in 

COVID-19 cases, and by the guidelines and recommendations provided by the Ministry of Health 

(MOH), Eversafe strongly advises all staff, trainers, and students to wear masks while on our 

premises. This added layer of protection is a proactive step to minimize the risk of transmission 

and ensure the safety of everyone within our community.

As we navigate through the 

ongoing challenges posed by the 

COVID-19 pandemic, the safety 

and well-being of our Eversafe 

family remain our top priority. In 

light of the recent increase in 

COVID-19 cases, and by the 

guidelines and recommendations 

provided by the Ministry of 

Health (MOH), Eversafe strongly 

advises all staff, trainers, and 

students to wear masks while on 

our premises. This added layer of 

protection is a proactive step to 

minimize the risk of transmission 

and ensure the safety of 

everyone within our community.

Stay safe and take care.

Covid - Mask
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It is so exciting to share a good news with all of you. Eversafe has achieved another milestone in our 

journey, marking a moment of pride and accomplishment. Our company logo has officially been 

registered under trademark protection!

This accomplishment is a testament to the unique identity and brand strength that our logo 

represents. The trademark registration not only safeguards our visual representation but also 

reinforces the distinctiveness and authenticity of Eversafe in the market.

As we celebrate this achievement, let's take pride in the strong and recognizable brand that we've 

built together. It is a reflection of our shared commitment to excellence, innovation, and 

unwavering dedication to our mission.

Trademark Registration

As we embark on the journey of the new year 2024, I extend my heartfelt wishes to all. May this 

year bring you joy, success, and fulfillment in all your endeavors. Here's to new beginnings, 

opportunities, and the promise of positive transformations. Wishing you a year filled with 

happiness, good health, and prosperity. Cheers to the possibilities that lie ahead!

As Eversafe continues its journey, we remain steadfast in delivering top-tier education, upholding 

security standards, and contributing to our community's well-being. 

Thank you for your contributions and for being a part of our journey.

Best Regards,

Conclusion

R. MURUGESH
( M A N A G I N G  D I R E C T O R )
EVERSAFE ACADEMY PTE LTD



2. OUR ACHIEVEMENTS

WE HAVE SUCCESSFULLY TRAiNED AND 
GRADUATED 722851+ STUDENTS AS OF 
DECEMBER 2023.  

2008
Year Established

200+
Dedicated Staffs

130+
Courses

1200+
Corporate Clients
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3. FEATURES & HIGHLIGHTS3. FEATURES & HIGHLIGHTS

2.

1.
EA Safety Committee Members Meeting

Our EA Safety Committee was created comprising of EA Management and selected 

highly experienced WSH Trainers with a focus on the daily safety surveillance and safety 

reviews of our 4 training branches. December month meeting was conducted on 22nd 

December 2023 at our Wan Lee location.

The meeting was headed by our Managing Director Mr. Murugesh along with the 11 

other members. 

Workshop on Resume writing skills had been conducted on 2nd December 2023. It is an 

extra-curricular activity for learners on the topic “Resume writing skills”. This 

session was conducted on zoom and 62 participants joined.
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4. INDUSTRY NEWS & TRENDS

Overview:
Mr. Alvian Tan's presentation at the bizSAFE Convention 2023 was not just a routine discussion 

on workplace safety but a compelling exploration of the intricate dynamics involved in 

cultivating a secure and productive work environment. The thematic emphasis on "Be S.A.F.E" 

encapsulated the essence of the session, focusing on being Savvy, Anticipating, fixing issues, and 

engaging the workforce for sustained improvement.

Key Points:
Be Savvy:
Mr. Alvian Tan began by urging the audience to be Savvy in understanding their operating 

environment. This involved a profound reflection on the major risks embedded in their 

respective workplaces. He underscored the need for continuous competency development and 

unwavering commitment to effectively address evolving workplace challenges.

MOM Measures (2022/2023):
The presentation seamlessly integrated the regulatory landscape introduced by the Ministry of 

Manpower (MOM) in 2022/2023. Notable measures included the extension of the Demerit 

Point System to the manufacturing sector and the mandatory attendance of Top Management at 

the Top Executive WSH Programme (TEWP) in higher-risk sectors by March 2024.

Date: November 22, 2023
Presenter: Mr. Alvian Tan, Senior Assistant Director (Ops Management), 
OSH Inspectorate
Event: bizSAFE Convention 2023
Theme: Be S.A.F.E

10



4. INDUSTRY NEWS & TRENDS

Anticipate:
Anticipation was identified as a cornerstone for effective risk management and the 

development of a preventative WSH culture. Tan presented statistics demonstrating 

improvements in workplace fatal injuries rate and stable major injuries rate, stressing the 

significance of proactively addressing potential risks.

Common Causes of Injuries (1H 2023):
Delving into the specific challenges faced, the presentation highlighted that manufacturing and 

construction sectors led in fatal and major injuries in the first half of 2023. Thematic 

enforcement operations were employed to address prevalent issues like slips, trips, falls, and 

machinery injuries.

Fix It:
Underlining the concept of sustainable prevention, Tan emphasized the necessity to shift the 

perception that WSH is not worth the time and money. By dissecting common contraventions 

for slips, trips, falls, and vehicular/machinery injuries, the presentation aimed to equip the 

audience with the tools needed for effective problem resolution.

Engage:
Engaging the workforce emerged as a pivotal element for the successful implementation of 

WSH practices. Tan introduced the Total WSH Programme, categorized safety culture maturity 

into four levels, and provided real-world examples to illustrate the importance of embedding a 

safety mindset across all organizational levels.

Programs and Incentives:
The presentation explained various programs aimed at raising the capabilities of companies and 

workers, with special attention to supporting SMEs and providing incentives for companies 

leveraging technology to enhance safety measures.

11



4. INDUSTRY NEWS & TRENDS

Conclusion:
As Mr. Alvian Tan concluded the presentation, the overarching sentiment was a call to action. He 

urged the audience to strive continually for improvement, echoing the convention's theme - Be 

S.A.F.E The concluding remarks emphasized not just compliance but a genuine commitment to 

fostering a workplace where safety and productivity coexist harmoniously.

Mr. Alvian Tan's presentation went beyond the statistics and regulations, offering a nuanced 

perspective on the delicate relationship, between competence, commitment, and engagement in 

creating workplaces that are not only safe but also conducive to the flourishing of a great 

workforce. The audience left with a renewed sense of responsibility and a roadmap for 

navigating the evolving landscape of workplace safety.

Source: Ministry of Manpower, Singapore 

https://www.tal.sg/wshc/-/media/tal/wshc/resources/event-resources/presentation
-slides/files/be-safe-by-mr-alvian-tan-ministry-of-manpower.ashx

Thanikachalam Rameshkumar
Head – Academic Department
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5. MOTIVATIONAL STORY

“A 24-year-old boy seeing out from the train’s window 
shouted…
“Dad, look the trees are going behind!”
Dad smiled and a young couple sitting nearby, looked at 
the 24-year old’s childish behavior with pity, suddenly 
he again exclaimed…

“Dad, look the clouds are running with us!”
The couple couldn’t resist and said to the old 

man…
“Why don’t you take your son to a good 

doctor?” The old man smiled and 
said…“I did and we are just coming 
from the hospital, my son was blind 
from birth, he just got his eyes 
today”.

“Every single person on the planet has a 
story. Don’t judge people before you truly 
know them. The truth might surprise you.”

(Adapted from the original)
BY – G. RAMBU PAUL DHINAKARAN

HEAD OF HUMAN RESOURCES

13



6. OUR TRAINERS

Associate Trainers 

4. Mr. John Mohan S/O Duraisangam 

5. Mr. Hanumanthasamy Asokan 

6. Mr. Ng Siew Moh

 Full Time Trainers 

1. Mr. Md Rakibul Islam 

2. Mr. Chandra Segar 

3. Mr. Anwar Niazi Bin Mohamed

14
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7. TESTIMONIALS (CLIENTS)

Endorsement of our Commitment to our Students and Customers
Some of the endorsements and feedback from our Valued Clients

15

Company name-A Plus Manpower Services Pte. Ltd
"Company incharge-Kiera Kon"
Course Incharge-Ms sulphia

Dear Sulphia,
Overall, I have positive feedback from the booking class experience.
 Ms Sulphia was not only friendly, but also incredibly helpful throughout the entire class 
booking process. She patiently answered all my queries and provided me with the necessary 
information, making the entire experience seamless and enjoyable.

Dear Ms Delfin,
 I think your service is good as you always give quick response and clear information through 
email and WhatsApp. Besides, you revised documents in a short time when there is a 
mistake. You also showed consideration when plan has changed. Overall, I’m satisfied with 
the service.

"Company name-STEC-SAMBO JV"
"Company incharge-Liu Yu Shann (Madeleine)"
Course Incharge-Ms Delfin

Dear Mam, It would be great to have your assistance and concern regarding the response to 
our mail and class schedule.We had very good response to our queries and requests and 
were able to solve them very quickly and cooperatively, and I wish to continue your service 
and will continue our relationship with Eversafe.

Company name-SARATECH CONSTRUCTION PTE LTD
"Company incharge-Vicky"
Course Incharge-Ms Surya

Dear Anish Polin, 
We feel very satisfied with your service. It's quick and easy for us. 
We really thank you for treating us well and providing the best service for us.

"Company name-PECK SENG CRANE & TRANSPORT PTE LTD"
"Company incharge-Nitthia Rasso"
"Course Incharge-Ms Anish"



7. TESTIMONIALS (STUDENTS)

Endorsement of our Commitment to our Students and Customers
Some of the endorsements and feedback from our Valued Students

4

Student Name - Ravichandran Karthikeyan 
Course  Name - WSHCM
Course Incharge - Del�n

I wanted to thank you for helping to apply for course . You showed great collaboration 
and attention throughout applying for me and my friend course class. 
Your efforts strengthen to refer many others person.Good luck to you and
 your team management Hope you will assist me with other courses.

Overall, a well-coordinated effort that contributed to a positive learning environment. 
Enjoyable learning , timely communication and support greatly appreciated. Thanks for 
all of these.

Student Name - Inumarthi chakravarthi 
Course  Name - DCS 
Course Incharge Name - Suvedha

The teaching method is good and easy to understand,, good

Student Name - Kannan Viji 
Course  Name - DCE
Course in charge - Ms Rohini

Eversafe Academy is a very good center Everything is explained very well here 
I have done many other certifications before I like it very much So I want to complete my 
diploma

Student Name - Hosain Imon
Course  Name - DCE 
Course incharge - Ms Rohini
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8. HEALTH & FITNESS PROGRAMMES

Conclusion:

We extend our sincere appreciation to all participants who actively 
embraced the December challenge, emphasizing the significance 
of health in their lives.

Let's continue to motivate and support each other in 
creating a culture of wellness at EverSafe Academy. Stay 
tuned for more exciting events and initiatives in the future! 
Remember, every step brings you closer to a healthier and 
happier you!

1. DURAI T P .ES - Leading the way once again, Durai 
T P .ES secured the top position with an impressive 
total of 391,083 steps in December. Durai's 
commitment and consistency in maintaining an active 
lifestyle are truly commendable.

2. JAYAPRAKASH - Congratulations to Jayaprakash 
for securing the second position with a total of 
382,134 steps in December. Your dedication to daily 
physical activity and well-being is inspiring.

3. EZHIL - Well done, Ezhil! With a total of 374,355 
steps, you have demonstrated a strong commitment 
to the December challenge and showcased the 
importance of prioritizing health.

EverSafe Academy Health Contest 
- December 2023 

As we bid farewell to another exciting month, let's 
acknowledge the top 3 achievers in the EverSafe 
Academy Health Contest for December 2023:

17



LEGUMESORANGE JUICE

OYSTERS FERMENTED FOODS

SALMON GARLIC

BEST
IMMUNE

BOOSTING
FOODS FOR
COLD & FLU

SEASON

TURMERIC

9. HEALTH TIPS & STRATEGIES
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10. FUN WITH PUZZLE & GAMES 

Hazards at the Workplace

1. Top-down
2. Bottom-up
3. Left-right
4. Right-left

1. Slip
2. Fall

3. Collapse
4. Sharp

5. Protruding

Look out for the words:

IN THE FOLLOWING 
DIRECTIONS:
1. Horizontal
2. Vertical
3. Diagonal

WORDS MAY
APPEAR:

(DEC) Last Month Winners
(DEC) Last Month

Puzzle Answer

Curated by : Richard Sim
Academic Manager
Eversafe Academy Pte Ltd

Grape

Orange

Apple

Durian

Pear

Banana

Lemon

Berry

Guava

Mango
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1 32

SOHEL MD
AL AMIN

ALAGU
PICHAIRAMU

SIVASAMY
PRASAD

SCAN QR CODE TO SUBMIT YOUR COMPLETED 
MATCHING SAFETY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Please complete the matching puzzle for hazard signages and snap a 
picture to upload via our QR Code with your details for a chance to 
win prizes before 1st February 2024.

S$50
S$40
S$30

1st

2nd

3rd

Prizes

Example: The word HOME
X Q Z H O M E B P W T 



11. SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE

Eversafe Academy - Reach and Impressions for December 2023

Social Media Views
#32,885

Mobile 
App Views YOUTUBE

IMPRESSION 157

#693

SC
A

N
 T

O SCA
N

 TO

SUBSCRIBE

SUBSCRIBE

Eversafe Academy believes that creating awareness through Social 
Media can make a positive impact on the public and learning 
communities. Eversafe Academy has been producing helpful and 
informational videos on our YouTube Channel “Eversafe Academy”.
Some of the recent videos posted on our channel are

1. Testimonial Videos
Posting testimonial videos can be a great way to showcase positive experiences and feedback from 
the students by obtaining proper consent from them.

2. Course Informational Videos
Engaging videos with course information such as contents, duration of the course, fee, and other details, to 
encourage and promote learning in-demand skills and courses to improve career advancement chances 
for various industries

3. Safety & General Videos
Videos featuring safety tips, festival wishes, and general news about our special classes and courses have 
the potential to convey positive messages and connect people to them.

20



1.
We have planned to start the next batch for FREE YOGA Classes for Migrant 
Workers, and we are most pleased to share that there was a high demand for this type 

of FREE classes, which forms part of our Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) service by 

Eversafe Academy for the migrant worker community. 

2. EA will be conducting FREE COMPUTER CLASSES
on the below scheduled dates.

F o r  m o r e  i n f o
Call - +65 6297-8417  |  WhatsApp - +65 9381 3608

w w w . e v e r s a f e . e d u . s g  |  t r a i n i n g @ e v e r s a f e . c o m . s g

Timing: 6 PM to 9.45 PM

Timing: 6 PM to 9.45 PM

Little India branch, 
#2, Kampong Kapor Rd,
Singapore 208674.

3, Soon Lee Street, 
Pioneer junction,
Singapore 627606.

7TH JAN 2024
14TH JAN 2024
21ST JAN 2024
28TH JAN 2024
4TH FEB 2024

14TH JAN 2024
21ST JAN 2024
28TH JAN 2024

4TH FEB 2024
18TH FEB 2024
25TH FEB 2024

12. CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY(CSR EVENTS)
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13. LATEST EA COURSES & UPCOMING EVENTS
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Eversafe Academy has successfully launched the below new course.

Below listed courses have been developed and The CPD points are approved 
by SISO. The First batch will be conducted in the month of December 2023

1. Enhanced Confined Space Rescue Training for Safety

     Professionals (ECSRTSP)

2. Critical Skills for Safety Professionals

1. Fire Watchman Safety Course (FWSC)

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE

SCAN THE
QR CODE

for more courses

w w w . e v e r s a f e . e d u . s g / c o u r s e s /



14. EA SKY YOGA

Our Featured Courses:
1. YOGA FOR HUMAN EXCELLENCE – FOUNDATION COURSE
2. KAYAKALPA YOGA
3. INTROSPECTION COURSE (I, II & III)
4. CHILDREN YOGA
5. CERTIFICATE IN YOGA FOR HUMAN EXCELLENCE (CYHE)
6. DIPLOMA IN YOGA FOR HUMAN EXCELLENCE (DYHE)

F o r  m o r e  i n f o

Call: +65 6297-8417  |  WhatsApp: +65 9381 3608
www.eversafe.edu.sg | training@eversafe.com.sg

Scan QR to
View Our
Courses
in details.

Scan QR to
View Our
Courses
in detail.
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15. JOIN US

Call: (+65) 9059 6339 |  www.eversafe.edu.sg

Email us your resume at

hr1@eversafe.com.sg

APPLY

1.  WSH Trainer
2. Diploma Trainers
3. Centre In Charge - 1 

OPEN POSITIONS :

24



16. ABOUT EVERSAFE ACADEMY

well-established training institute providing innovative training to meet the needs of the adult 
learners and PMETs of Singapore and regionally. We are one of the well-known Training 
Providers in the WSH sector, with a team of highly experienced and dedicated safety 
professionals who are trained and capable in the implementation of workplace safety, 
corporate loss control and regulatory compliance. We have a group of experienced engineers 
who can assist in the implementation and establishment of various management systems.
We shape the safety skill sets of workers, Supervisors and Managers to ensure that they have 
adequate knowledge to carry out their works safely. We also organize training for corporate 
companies.

We provide professional advice and manage a safe workplace for you by providing method 
statements, risk assessment, safe work procedures and other essential professional 
consultancy services. We are also accredited with a 4-year EduTrust Accreditation quality 
standard mark as part of the recognition of our excellence in quality teaching and student 
experiences as a registered Private Education Institute.

T o  v i e w  o u r
YouTube Channel

F o r  m o r e  i n f o r m a t i o n
visit - www.eversafe.edu.sg
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Thank you for being part of our EA Journal community!

It's hard to believe it's been a year since we embarked on this journey together. Over the past 
12 months, the EA Journal has been a source of inspiration, knowledge, and growth for our 
readers. As we wrap up our first year, we'd like to express our gratitude for your unwavering 
support.

Reflecting on Our Journey

In our inaugural year, we've explored a wide range of safety-related topics, shared 
insights from industry experts, and brought you the latest trends and best practices in 
the field of safety. We've strived to be your trusted source for safety education and 
awareness, and we're proud of the community that has grown around the EA Journal.

What's Ahead

As we move forward into our second year, we are committed to continuing our mission 
of enhancing safety standards across various industries and sectors. We'll bring you 
even more valuable content, expert insights, and opportunities for networking and 
growth.

Subscribe Today & Stay Connected

We encourage you to stay connected with us through our website, webinars, 
workshops, and events. Your feedback and engagement are invaluable to us as we 
work together to make the world a safer place.
If you haven't already, now is the perfect time to subscribe to the EA Journal. Don't 
miss out on the valuable content and community that awaits you.

With warm regards,
The EA Journal Team

& Join our

EA Journal

Community

& Join our

EA Journal

Community

Thank you once again for your support and for being a part of the Eversafe Academy family.
We look forward to another year of safety, learning, and growth together.
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F o r  m o r e  i n f o r m a t i o n
visit - www.eversafe.edu.sg

We hope you enjoyed our
16th Issue of EA Journal

We'll keep you informed with the newest facts and 
knowlege. Please continue to support us. 

Scan the QR
to read our
Journal Issues
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